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Brief Headlines
Results on April 26: Bajaj Finance, HDFC Life, Aditya Birla Sun Life, KPIT Tech, Macrotech
Developers in focus. Bajaj Finance, HDFC Life Insurance Company, Aditya Birla Sun Life AMC,
KPIT Technologies, Macrotech Developers, Mahindra Logistics, Nippon Life India Asset
Management, NELCO, Atul, AU Small Finance Bank, Gateway Distriparks, IIFL Securities,
Sanofi India, Schaeffler India, Som Distilleries & Breweries, Tata Coffee, Tata Teleservices
(Maharashtra), United Breweries, UTI Asset Management Company, VST Industries, D-Link
(India), International Travel House, Gujarat Hotels, Jindal Hotels, JK Agri Genetics, and Jumbo
Bag will release quarterly earnings on April 26.
Tech Mahindra: Life Insurance Corporation of India bought an additional 85,000 equity shares
in the company via open market transactions on April 22, taking its total stake to 5 percent, up
from 4.99 percent earlier.
Steel Exchange India: The company reported a massive 286 percent year-on-year growth in
profit at Rs 112.5 crore driven by tax write-back in the quarter ended March 2022. Revenue
grew by 12 percent to Rs 367 crore compared to year-ago quarter.
Lemon Tree Hotels: The company has signed a licence agreement for a 60-room hotel at
Kharar, near Chandigarh under the brand 'Lemon Tree Hotel'. The hotel is expected to be
operational by November, 2025. Its subsidiary Carnation Hotels will be operating & marketing
this hotel.

Hubtown: The company in a BSE filing said the board on April 28 will consider the raising of
funds by way of a rights issue.
Va Tech Wabag: Amur Gas Chemical Complex LLC, (AGCC) in Russia has suspended activities
related to contract given to Va Tech Wabag due to geopolitical uncertainty. The company had
secured an engineering and procurement (EP) order from AGCC in Russia in August 2021. It
had collected $21.61 million on the basis of progress of project which has been progressing
well. Va Tech said it would continue to engage in discussions with the customer, to
periodically evaluate the situation and await resumption of work.
Aarti Industries: Life Insurance Corporation of India acquired additional 2.24 lakh equity
shares in the company via open market transactions on April 22. With this, LIC's stake in the
company stands increased to 5.03 percent, up from 4.97 percent earlier.
Gujarat Mineral Development Corporation: The company recorded a consolidated profit at
Rs 177 crore for the quarter ended March 2022, as against a loss of Rs 184.64 crore in same
period last year, driven by topline. Revenue grew by 87 percent year-on-year to Rs 1,057.3
crore.
Bank of India: The bank in a BSE filing said the board approved capital raising of up to Rs 2,500
crore by issue of fresh equity capital. The main purpose of capital raising plan is to increase
the minimum public shareholding from the present 18.59 percent to 25 percent in order to
comply with the minimum public shareholding requirements.

EQUITY REPORT
Market Update
Indian shares snapped two sessions of losses and settled higher on Tuesday as global stocks gained, with investors eyeing a slew of blue-chip earnings due this week. The NSE Nifty
50 index closed up 1.46% at 17,200.80, while the S&P BSE Sensex settled up 1.37% at 57,356.61. Both the indexes fell more than 1% in each of the last two sessions, as prospects
of aggressive rate hikes by the U.S. Federal Reserve and surging inﬂation hit risk appetite. World shares steadied, with The MSCI world equity index rising 0.1% from six-week lows,
though global growth fears stoked by China's stringent COVID-19 curbs and rate hike bets weighed on stocks. In India, all major Nifty sub-indexes settled in positive territory, the
Nifty Realty index leading the pack with a 3.8% jump. Nifty's auto index closed up 2.8% at an over two-month high led by a 6% surge in Bajaj Auto. Car maker Maruti Suzuki India,
which is set to post results later this week, rose to a near eight-week high during the session but gave up gains to settle 0.07% lower. Adani Enterprises closed up 4.9% at a record
high, while Adani Ports was the top gainer on the Nifty 50 index with a 5.8% jump. A media report on Tuesday said that conglomerate Adani Group was in advance talks to buy
Holcim's cement business in India. Mahindra CIE Automotive closed up 12.4% at its highest since mid-January, after its March-quarter net proﬁt jumped. HDFC Life Insurance Co
shares settled up 1.8% after reporting a rise in proﬁt after tax for the March quarter. Shares of Reliance Industries jumped 3% to near record highs. Nifty components Bajaj Finance
closed up 3.4% ahead of its March-quarter results.
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EQUITY SAVING SCHEMES
Low volatility, good return prospects despite low risks
and tax efficiency make equity savings schemes a good
investment option for generating regular income.
When you want your investment to generate regular
income, debt funds may seem the ideal option, but they
are not the only ones. The equity savings scheme is one
non-debt option that presents a strong case to generate
regular income.
Equity savings fund is a hybrid fund which invests 30-40%
in equities, 25-35% in equity arbitrage and the rest 2535% in debt. The use of arbitrage strategy makes it a
unique offering — a fund having advantages of both
equity and debt offering. Here's how:

fund is eligible for equity taxation, which is often lower
than debt funds.
That means, when an investor redeems her investment
after a year, she can avail benefits of long-term capital
gains tax i.e. you get tax exemption on gains of up to Rs.1
lakh. Gains of over Rs. 1 lakh will be taxed at 10%.
However, gains from debt funds are added to your
annual income for taxation if redeemed before 3 years.
2. LOW DOWNSIDE RISK

As the arbitrage and debt portions of the fund are not
prone
to high downside risks, the equity savings
1. MORE TAX EFFICIENT THAN DEBT FUNDS
As arbitrage is an equity-based strategy, the overall scheme carries limited risk of capital loss.
equity allocation of these funds is always above 65% (30- 3. SCORES WELL ON ALL PARAMETERS
40% in equities and 25-35% in arbitrage). As a result, the For a fund to serve as a regular income generating
option, it should have the following qualities —less

volatility, liquidity and tax efficiency.
Equity savings scheme perform well in all these aspects.
Limited equity investments and predictable debt and
arbitrage returns prevent high volatility. Redemption in
equity savings scheme is also easy as they do not have
any lock-in period and come with no or limited exit load.
Historical data shows that Equity Savings Schemes have
beaten debt fund by a good margin in terms of returns.

Value Research data shows that Equity Savings Scheme
have generated annual return of 11% over the past
three years.
All in all, Equity Saving Schemes are a good option for
generating regular income. Since the returns are
somewhat less volatile, investors can make timely
redemptions to meet their needs. However, they carry
higher risks compared to debt funds, especially those
that invest only in top-rated papers like corporate bond
funds and banking and PSU funds.
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Stock Report

The Stock Report shown above has been chosen within the
companies having zero debt in its financials which means no
interest expense. As there is no interest liability neither short
term nor long term, this gives a big breakthrough to these well
established businesses to invest that money in productive areas
and improve the overall functionality and fundamentals of its
stock. Therefore, a huge potential can be seen for the
companies listed above to grow consistently and generate
further revenue and profits in the near future as well as long
term.
Firstly, as we see the report the stocks have been categorized by
its respective Market Cap (Largest to smallest). Market
Capitalization is the market value of any publicly traded
company's outstanding shares, calculated by multiplying the
company's share price with total number of outstanding shares.
Secondly, as discussed before the other parameter used in the
report is zero debt.
Debt in simple words means the amount of money that you owe

to someone. Companies can raise debt by borrowing loans from
banks in returns to pay an interest amount every month. There
could be many reasons for the need of this debt; it could be
simply to fund a new project or whenever the company is need
of capital which could be for various internal reasons.
Moving on, let us take an example of a stock with 2nd highest
market cap Bharat Electronics. Now, Bharat Electronics first of
all being debt free is also supported by positive financials which
makes it an attractive bet to invest your money in. Therefore the
following stock should be studied in detail and while deciding to
invest money in any stock for a certain period of time,
fundamentals play a big role. As we go ahead, we notice the ROE
for this stock is 19.86 ROCE = 27.91, and P/E ratio is 22.89 while
the D/E ratio has to be zero which means to fund shareholder's
equity company uses zero debt. This only proves that the
company has performed in a uniform manner and all the
numbers stated above are in the favour of the company. It could
be considered the following stock can be a good investment.

In addition to, let us take an example of the least market cap in
this stock segment Neelamalai Agro. Every Stock comes with its
own classifications. The following stock is smallest in its market
cap but at the same time we already know the company has zero
debt and returns are escalating at a high level where ROCE =
13.95 and ROE = 12.87. We can figure out that the returns are on
a positive side in relation to its smaller market cap as compared
to stock explained before. The stock is definitely not at its
maximum at the moment and can reach greater heights in
terms of market cap and overall profits. .
Lastly, this report can be a useful tool for many investors who are
looking for short term ideas and if calculated specifically also
large term investments.. These stocks have potential to grow
large in their profit growth and in terms of size, returns and its
share price. Therefore, the following parameters should be
studied in detail for all these stocks and depending on individual
conclusions money could be invested based on your portfolio
and risk profile.

Derivatives Analysis

Derivatives are securities that derive their value form an
underlying asset. Most common form of derivatives are future
contracts.
Open interest refers to total number of outstanding derivatives
contracts that have not been settled. For every buyer of a future
contract there must be a seller. If a bought contract is not sold
then it is considered open. When options have large open
interest, it indicates it has large number of buyers and sellers.
From the table above let us take an example of BANK OF

BARODA. The contract of BANK OF BARODA stands with an open
interest of 5,09,76,900 which portray huge momentum and
many players in the contract. The increase from the previous day
in OI is 13.17%. One of the indicators to invest in contracts is
when there is an increase in open interest with an increase in
price which indicates a possibility for price of the contract to
grow further in the coming days and could be a good trading bet
for short term.
In addition to, it is noticeable market has been continuously on a

correction mode and so is the price of BANK OF BARODA but at
same time an upward reverse trend could be seen in this stock
since yesterday and from the low of 109, has made a high of 116,
which means that both price and open interest have started
moving upwards and have prospective to be promoted even
further.
This is one of the indicators to be studied and in the same way all
the options cans be analysed first and depending on results
money could be invested as per individual requirement.

Economic Calendar
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Chart Setup
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INDIAN SUGAR INDUSTRY
(I) Overview
India is the World’s second-largest Sugar
producing Nation after Brazil. In India
Sugarcane is planted thrice in a year in October,
March
and July
dependi
ng on
different
parts of
t h e
Country
. Most of
t h e
Sugar in
India is
produce
d in local cooperative Sugar Mills.
Sugar Sector is big business in India. In the last
crushing season (between October 2021 and
February 2022), as many as 516 mills crushed
sugarcane, producing 252.87 lakh tonnes of
sugar against 503 mills producing 234.83 lakh
tonnes during the same period last season. This
makes it India 2nd World’s largest Sugar
producer after Brazil.
(ii) Sugar Industry in Decade
India is enjoying surplus production of
Sugarcane by the farmers continuously. India
has been producing excess quantity of Sugar
from last 10-11 years, higher than the domestic
requirement of the country.
As per the estimates of Indian Sugar Mills
Association India is expected to produce 314.50
lakh tonne of sugar in the current season 202223 (October – September), as against estimated
domestic consumption of 270 lakh tonne.
(iii) Exports
India has been exporting Sugar
from last few years. During the last
2 Seasons, 2019-20 and 2020-21,
the Indian Sugar Sector has
exported about 131.5 Lakh tonne
from the surplus Sugar.
Furthermore, In the current sugar
season, India has already
contracted over 50 lakh tonne and
has physically exported about 31.5
lakh tonne of sugar during October
2021 – January 2022, period.
India has so far exported about
25% of total exports to Bangladesh
and about 18% to Indonesia,
during the current Sugar year.
However, during last year 202021, Indonesia was the main export
destination of sugar from India
followed by Afghanistan.
Moreover, ISMA expects that in the
current year India will export about
60 lakh tonne.
(iv) Sugar Stocks Become
Sweeter
Most of the Sugar Companies
have witnessed a sweet rally in the
year 2021, as their Share Price
doubled or even tripled in the last

one year. This is mainly because of the
opportunities arising from the ethanol and bio
energy and by improving the Government’s
Outlook measures to support Sugar Companies.
(V) Ethanol Has Been Key Growth Driver for
Sugar Industry
The Government has come out with a lot of
measures to encourage Sugar Mills and

(VII) Road Ahead
·With supporting government policies and
increasing crop areas, India is expected to
witness a peak in its sugar production during the
forecast period.
As per the 2nd advance estimates of ISMA
released on January 31, 2022, India is expected
to produce 314.50 lakh tonne of sugar in the
current season 2022-23 (October –
September), as against estimated domestic
consumption of 270 lakh tonne.
· In Maharashtra Sugar Production till 15 Aril,
2022 was 126.48 lakh tonnes, compared to
103.95 lakh tonnes in the corresponding period
in last Marketing year.
On the other hand, Sugar Production in
Uttar Pradesh declined to 94.41 lakh
tonnes from100.86 lakh tonnes during
the period under review.
·The other factor that benefits the Sugar
Industry is the shortfall in Global Sugar
Production.
This year Indian Exporters are likely to
get better opportunities in the Overseas
Markets as Brazil and Thailand, the two
major Sugar Exporters in the world, are
expected to witness lower production 78 MT each, compared to last year, due to
the challenges produced by adverse
weather conditions.
· R e c e n t l y, F o o d S e c r e t a r y M r.
Sudhanshu Pandey had said that India's
Sugar Exports are expected to cross 80
lakh tonnes in the ongoing 2021-22
marketing year ending September,
surpassing the previous year's level.
·According to the sources, In sugar
season 2020-21, about 22 lakh tonnes
of surplus sugar has been diverted to
ethanol and about Rs 13,598 crore
revenue has been generated by sugar
mills from the sale of ethanol to OMCs.
In sugar season 2021-22, it is likely that
about 35 lakh tonnes of excess sugar
would be diverted to ethanol.
Companies to produce Ethanol from
By 2025 the Government said that the Target is
the excess stock of Sugar Cane.
to divert 50 lakh tonnes of excess Sugar to
Ethanol is an alcohol-based fuel
ethanol.
produced by fermenting the
Sugarcane Juice.
Last year, in the Month of October, in
an effort to reduce the import of
Petroleum products and to boost the
Ethanol production, Government
announced an incentive to Sugar
Mills and Companies to divert the
excess Sugarcane Stock in
producing Ethanol, which can be
blended with Petrol and used in the
form of fuel in Vehicles.
Furthermore, the Center has
advised the Auto makers to
manufacture flex Fuel Vehicles that
are able to run on both Ethanol-based Fuel and
Petrol. Many companies like Toyota, Honda,
Mercedes, BMW and Maruti Suzuki have been
told to manufacture the Vehicles that can run on
ethanol-based Fuel.
(IV) Performance of Sugar Stocks in 2021

